
CURRICULUM PLAN: 2075 PABSON, Kathmandu    Class: 9
First Terminal Examination C. Mathematics

Unit Topics
Per

Teaching Methods Teaching
Materials

Evaluation
techniques & tools

Rem

1 Set
* Operations on set (Union, 
Intersection, Difference, 
complement)
* Cardinality of sets (solution of 
word problems related to two sets 
and their Venn-diagram)

7

* question/ answer 
* Demonstration 
* Analysis/ synthesis

Two or three 
ring and 
wooden block
numbers.

* oral test 
* Written Exam 
* practical 
* project work /field 
work 

2 Arithmetic
* Profit and loss (problems related 
to profit and loss including MP and
discount)

8

* Q\A discussion 
visit shop\ market

* oral test 
* Written Exam 
* practical 
* project work/field 
work

3 Mensuration
* Problems related to area of rooms
( carpeting, colouring and 
plastering and cost estimation)

10
* Practical 
* Q\A discussion

Measuremen
t tape,  Scale
etc.

* oral test 
* Written Exam 
* practical 
* project work/field 
work

4.
Algebra

* Factorization (review of the form  
a2-b2, a3+b3, a3-b3, ax2+bx+c)
* Factorization of the form 
a4+a2b2+b4

* Ratio and Proportion

11

* Q\A discussion

* Demonstration

* oral test 
* Written Exam 
* practical 
* project work/field 
work

5. Geometry
Verification of properties of 
triangle (theoretically and 
experimentally)
* The sum of three angles of a 
triangle.
* Relation of external angle and 
the interior angle which are non 
external angle.
* Sum of two sides of a triangle is 
always greater then third side 
( Experimental verification only)
* Relation of angle opposite to 
greatest and smallest side. 
(Experimental verification only)
* Shortest distance form a point  to
a line is perpendicular to the line 
( only concept)
* Pythagoras theorem and its 
converse (Experimental verification
only)
* Base angles of isosceles triangle 
and their relations, and its 
converse.
* The bisector of the vertical angle 
of an isosceles triangle is 
perpendicular bisector of base and
its converse 
* Geometrical problems related to 
above facts.

13

* practical 
* question/
Answer
* Research 
* Demonstration 
* problem solving  

Wooden or 
paper 
triangle or 
quadrilateral
s etc are 
required.

* oral test 
* Written Exam 
* practical 
* project work/field 
work

6 Trigonometry
7  Statistics

8. Probability



CURRICULUM PLAN: 2075 PABSON, Kathmandu    Class: 9
 Mid Terminal Examination C. Mathematics

Unit Topics Per
iods

Teaching
Methods

Teaching
Materials

Evaluation
techniques &

tools

Rem.

1 Set
2 Arithmetic

* Commission and taxation 
(problems related to 
commission, income tax, 
bonus and dividend)

6
* Q/A discussion 
* Research
* Demonstration
* Visit tax office

* oral test 
* Written Exam 
* practical 
* project work
  /field work 

3 Mensuration
* Area of crossing path and 
the path running outside or 
inside of rectangle,  square , 
circle and cost estimation of 
paving marbles, bricks or 
other work.

6 * Analysis and 
synthesis 
* Research 
* Q/A discussion
* Demonstration 
* Problem solving 

Measurement
tape, scale 
etc

* oral test 
* Written Exam 
* practical 
* project work
/field work

4.
Algebra

* Exponential equation
* Indices

8
* Q/A discussion
* Demonstration

* oral test 
* Written Exam 
* practical 
* project work
/field work

5. Geometry
Properties of parallelogram 
(theoretically only)
* The st. lines joining the end 
points of same sides of equal 
and parallel lines are also 
equal and parallel
* Opposite angles and sides of 
parallelogram are equal
* Diagonals of parallelogram 
bisect each other
* Converse of above theorems
* Problems related to above 
theorems.
* Midpoint Theorem 

15 * Demonstration 
* Practical 
* Analysis and 
synthesis 
* Research 

Paper or 
wooden 
shape of 
parallelogram
etc are 
required. 
Geo board 

* oral test 
* Written Exam 
* practical 
* project work

/field work

6. Trigonometry
* Introduction of trigonometric
ratios with reference angle of 
right angled triangle.
* Trigonometric ratios of the 
sine, cosine, tangent and 
values of some standard 
angles ( 00, 300, 450, 600, 900)

8 * problem solving 
* Q/A discussion

Ratio table 
and right 
angled 
triangle

* oral test 
* Written Exam 
* practical 
* project work

/field work

7. Statistics
Line graph, pie chart, 
histogram and arithmetic 
mean 

7

8. Probability  



CURRICULUM PLAN: 2075 PABSON, Kathmandu    Class: 9
 Second Terminal Examination  C. Mathematics

Unit Topics
Per
iods Teaching Methods

Teaching
Materials

Evaluation
techniques &

tools
Remarks

1 Set
2 Arithmetic

3

Mensuration
* Cross-section area, 
surface area and 
volume of prism
* Number of bricks 
required to construct 
wall and their cost 
estimation.
* Volume and its cost 
estimation

6

6

* Q\A discussion * 
demonstration * 
problem solving

Hard paper, 
bamboo, 
pipe, ball, 
carton box 
etc 

* oral test
* Written 
Exam
* practical
* project work
/field work

4.

Algebra
* Solution of 
simultaneous 
equations. 
( substitution method, 
elimination method and
graphical method)

6

* Q\A discussion * 
demonstration * 
problem solving

* oral test
* Written 
Exam
* practical
* project work
/field work

5.

Geometry
* Similarity (similar 
triangle and polygon)
* Problems related to 
similar triangle and 
polygon

7
* Q\A Discussion
* problem solving
* Demonstration

Wooden or 
paper 
triangles.

* oral test
* Written 
Exam
* practical
* project work
/field work

6.  Trigonometry

7.

Statistics
Ogive, median quartiles
and mode of ungrouped

data
10

* visit village/school 
and other place and 
collection data
* presentation and 
tabulation

Graph paper. 
chart paper 
etc

* oral test
* Written 
Exam
* practical
* project work
/field work

8.

Probability
* Definition of basic 
terms, probability scale
and use of probability
* Theoretical and 
emprical probability 
* Probability of an 
experiment and an 
event

8

* Q\A discussion
* demonstration * 
research

Dice, 
spinners, 
coin, playing 
cards, 
numbered 
cards etc

* oral test
* Written 
Exam
* practical
* project work
/field work



CURRICULUM PLAN: 2075 PABSON, Kathmandu    Class: 9
 Annual Examination C. Mathematics

Unit Topics
Per
iods

Teaching 
Methods

Teaching 
Materials

Evaluation
techniques &

tools

Rem
arks

1 Set

2

Arithmetic
* Home Arithmetic (Electricity 
bill, Water bill, Telephone bill 
and Calculation of taxi fare)

8

* visit 
electricity, water
and telephone 
office
* question/
answer 
discussion

Sample of 
electricity, 
Water and 
telephone bill

* oral test
* Written Exam
* practical
* project work
/field work

3 Mensuration

4.

Algebra
* Solution of quadratic 
equations (Factorization 
method, method of completing 
square, method of using 
formula).

8

* question/
answer 
discussion
* Research, 
* practical 
* demonstration

* oral test
* Written Exam
* practical
* project work
/field work

5.

Geometry
* Circle:- Relation of chord and 
its perpendicular from center.
* Relation of line joining the 
centre and mid point of chord 
with the chord of a circle.
* Relation of centre and the 
perpendicular bisector of chord 
of circle.
* Relation of equal chords and 
their distance form the center of
circle.
* Construction of triangle and 
quadrilaterals.( rectangle , 
square , parallelogram and 
trapezium , )

10

10

* practical and 
demonstration
* Analysis and 
synthesis
* Research

Geo- board 
and rubber 
are required
Circular sheet
with chords 
and angle in 
them

* oral test
* Written Exam
* practical
* project work
/field work

6. Trigonometry 

7. Statistics

8. Probability

Process of learning teaching 
In the process of teaching mathematics  the teacher needs to emphasise more on the implementation of 

mathematical knowledge , skill in their homes, neighborhood, school and daily lives discussing the exercises given in the 
text books rather than on his/her presentation in classroom . The mathematics teacher needs to help students how to 
analyses their mistakes/errors and to follow remedial measures .The following teaching methods should be adopted to 
develop learning   teaching mathematics.
 Method of question/ answer and discussion.
 Method of demonstration
 Problem solving method.
 Research method.
 Inductive and deductive method.
 Practical method
 Analysis and synthesis method.
Process of Evaluation

In the process of teaching compulsory mathematics, students’ evaluation should be done keeping the following 
objective in to examine.
 Whether or not the students could achieve assigned. 
 To examine whether or not the students have learnt the basic knowledge (entering behavior) for new mathematics 
chapters.
 To examine how effectively the teacher is able to teach.
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 To examine the standard of students about their achievement.
The following evaluation methodology should be adopted to make constructive evaluation of students.
 To observe their change and improvement or their activities.
 Participation of students on class work and other activities.
 To use mathematical skills in practice.
 Written work (like class work and home work) and practical work.
The objective of student’s evaluation is to ascertain their achievement. It helps to improve then by identifying their 
difficulty level. Therefore, should introduce reformative measures by taking students’ evaluation and examination result 
as the basis. The teacher needs to construct question paper strictly on the basis of specification grid for conducting the 
written exam for grade 9. The SLC examination should be held as ascertained following the specification grid.
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